From Fine-Scale Foraging to Home Ranges: A Semivariance Approach to Identifying Movement Modes across Spatiotemporal Scales
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Abstract: Understanding animal movement is a key challenge in ecology and conservation biology. Relocation data often represent a complex mixture of different movement behaviors, and reliably decomposing this mix into its component parts is an unresolved problem in movement ecology. Traditional approaches, such as composite random walk models, require that the timescales characterizing the movement are all similar to the usually arbitrary data-sampling rate. Movement behaviors such as long-distance searching and fine-scale foraging, however, are often intermixed but operate on vastly different spatial and temporal scales. An approach that integrates the full sweep of movement behaviors across scales is currently lacking. Here we show how the semivariance function (SVF) of a stochastic movement process can both identify multiple movement modes and solve the sampling rate problem. We express a broad range of continuous-space, continuous-time stochastic movement models in terms of their SVFs, connect them to relocation data via variogram regression, and compare them using standard model selection techniques. We illustrate our approach using Mongolian gazelle relocation data and show that gazelle movement is characterized by ballistic foraging movements on a 6-h timescale, fast diffusive searching with a 10-week timescale, and asymptotic diffusion over longer timescales.
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Introduction

Movement is a key process for many animal species that influences fitness via pathways ranging from foraging efficiency to mating success. Understanding why animals move and how they make movement decisions is therefore a fundamental problem in ecology (Mueller and Fagan 2008; Nathan et al. 2008). Movement is a complicated process that depends on an animal’s internal state, its physiological constraints, and its environment, the outcome of which is a movement path consisting of a mixture of different movement behaviors (Schick et al. 2008; Gurarie et al. 2009). These various behaviors should leave statistically detectable signatures in movement paths (Morales et al. 2004; Gurarie et al. 2009), but decomposing that mixture into its component parts is a challenging task and an active area of research in movement ecology. As we describe in detail below, mixtures of movement behaviors occurring on markedly different spatiotemporal scales, such as small-scale foraging versus long-distance dispersal or migration, have proven especially difficult for current approaches to reliably tease apart.

Relocation data consist of repeated observations of the locations of individual animals, with observations typically collected at a constant sampling rate and thus separated by a fixed time interval. Current methods for identifying multiple movement behaviors, or movement modes, in such data sets proceed locally through each path (e.g., Morales et al. 2004; Jonsen et al. 2005; Gurarie et al. 2009; McClintock et al. 2012). It is assumed that the location data can be partitioned into sequences of steps corresponding to behavioral states, and transitions between these states are then identified and modeled as a function of environmental covariates.

Composite random walk models have been the main tools employed in analyses of multiple movement modes (Morales et al. 2004; Jonsen et al. 2005; McClintock et al. 2012). These models are built from mixtures of random walks (RWs), with each movement mode featuring its own
set of parameters, together with a model describing transitions among modes. Composite RWs are typically fit to individual movement paths in a state-space framework (Jonsen et al. 2003, 2005; Patterson et al. 2008; McClintock et al. 2012). A recently developed alternative to composite RWs, behavioral change point analysis (BCPA; Gurarie et al. 2009), assumes that movement is a continuous-space, continuous-time stochastic process observed at discrete times. BCPA uses maximum likelihood to estimate the parameters governing this process within a moving window containing some number of adjacent movement steps. Portions of a path where parameter values change abruptly are identified as boundaries between different movement modes. Though BCPA is based on a continuous movement model, the likelihood function it employs is built by conditioning on differences between subsequent observations, thus imposing the data sampling rate on the underlying process model. Both composite RW and BCPA require estimating multiple parameters for each movement mode within a path and typically treat the paths of different animals separately (but see Jonsen et al. 2003), resulting in a potentially large number of parameters that must be estimated.

Methods that analyze movement paths step by step based on the sampling rate at which the data were collected—including simple RWs, composite RWs, and BCPA—require that the timescales governing the movement process are reasonably close to the sampling interval. It is therefore inherently less sensitive to the all possible timescales (lags) in the data, not just the sampling interval. It is therefore inherently less sensitive to the particular choice of sampling rate than either composite RWs or BCPA, and it much more thoroughly uses the information in the data. The SVF can also be averaged over multiple animals in a relocation data set and over time when movement behavior is highly nonstationary, further increasing its statistical power.

We then describe how a family of continuous-space, continuous-time stochastic movement models represent-
ing a wide range of behaviors can be expressed in terms of their SVFs, including simple random search (Brownian motion, BM), anomalous diffusion (AD), BM within a home range (Ornstein–Uhlenbeck motion, OU), and new models we introduce that generalize OU motion by including foraging (OUF). These models represent one (BM, AD), two (OU), or three (OUF) movement modes, with the most complicated among them completely described by only three parameters. The SVFs of these movement models can be fit to the empirical variogram via weighted least squares regression and then compared using standard model selection techniques to identify the mix of movement processes best supported by the relocation data. Focusing on Mongolian gazelles (*Procapra gutturosa*), we use these tools to reveal new insights about the different modes characterizing gazelle movement and the spatiotemporal scales on which these behaviors occur.

**Methods**

**Fundamental Statistics of a Stochastic Movement Process**

A relocation data set for an individual animal can be considered a realization of a stochastic process: a sequence of time-indexed random variables \(x(t)\) that can be correlated in time. Just like random variables, stochastic processes can have moments or cumulants, and for many types of processes, these cumulants are fundamental statistics. For example, the widely applicable Gaussian stochastic process is entirely characterized by its first two cumulants, the mean and the positive-definite ACF or the negative-definite SVF \(\langle x(t) \rangle\) and \(\langle x(t)^2 \rangle\) (app. B; Abrahamsen 1997). For stationary Gaussian stochastic processes, which we assume here, the mean and the ACF/SVF are also constant in time. When observed velocity distributions, which can always be estimated from relocation data, are normally distributed about their mean, the mean and the SVF yield a complete description of animal motion. Notice that considering movement a Gaussian stochastic process is a very permissive assumption and can accommodate all of the movement models studied here, including anomalous diffusion, as well as many others. In other words, assuming a Gaussian stochastic process does not in any way restrict us to considering only Gaussian RWs (i.e., RWs with Gaussian step-length distributions) or Gaussian home-range areas (except for stationary processes).

The first cumulant, the nonstationary mean location \(\mu(t) = \langle x(t) \rangle\), can reveal shifts in mean location over time. Such shifts could correspond to movement behaviors including seasonal migration and natal dispersal. However, our focus here is on cases that do not feature significant variation in the mean location over time, including movement within home ranges or territories, nomadic long-distance movements, or within-season nonmigratory movements of migratory animals. For such cases, a complete analysis need consider only the second cumulant (the ACF or, equivalently, the SVF) of the stochastic movement process. The SVF \(\gamma(t_1, t_2)\) measures the variability in the distance between two locations, \(x(t_1)\) and \(x(t_2)\), as a function of the time lag \(\tau = t_2 - t_1\) between them and is calculated over all possible time lags in a data set. Plotting the estimated semivariance as a function of lag yields the empirical variogram, which contains information on the mix of processes represented in a relocation data set. In contrast, classical RW analyses focus on quantifying step-length distributions, turn-angle distributions, and comparing the observed mean squared displacement (MSD) to the model-predicted MSD (Turchin 1998; Codling et al. 2008). All of these quantities except the observed MSD are, however, sensitive to the usually arbitrary choice of sampling rate. Similarly, Nouvellet et al. (2009) showed how the turn-angle distribution is almost entirely determined by the sampling rate and how focusing on the ACF is more informative. When the SVF is estimated with confidence intervals, it contains the information of every possible step-length distribution (i.e., for all possible time lags in the data), and there is no need to guess at the relevant timescales of movement. On the other hand, while the empirical MSD is also insensitive to the sampling rate, its usual estimate (e.g., Turchin 1998) lacks the statistical reliability of SVF estimation, even though the two quantities correspond to the same statistical parameter for stationary processes such as diffusion. Therefore, when modeling diffusive and periodic behaviors, the SVF should generally be preferred over the MSD. In appendix sections A.1 and A.2, we compare both the step-length distribution and MSD to the SVF in more detail.

There are good methods for estimating autocorrelation structure other than the variogram, but we focus here on the variogram for two key reasons. First, the variogram is the only nonparametric autocorrelation estimator that, in appropriately modified form, could handle the kind of excessively gapped data that typify many animal tracking studies. Second, the variogram has a more familiar interpretation for ecologists, as it is very similar in nature to the MSD. If the data are more evenly sampled, the periodogram (Lomb 1976; Scargle 1982) estimates autocorrelation structure in the frequency domain and has the advantage of (relatively) uncorrelated errors, leading to better estimates of confidence intervals on model parameters (Fleming and Calabrese 2008). The SVF has the vast majority of the information in the ACF, except for the ordinary variance, and so the SVF is not entirely equivalent to the second cumulant. The SVF does, however, approach the ordinary variance asymptotically (for large lags). The advantage of avoiding direct estimates of the mean and ordinary variance is that the SVF has unbiased estimators, while the ACF does not.
2013). For analyzing nonstationary processes where the nonstationarity is of biological interest, time-frequency methods are appropriate but require very large data sets. Wavelet spectrograms are relatively easy to interpret and have been used before in movement ecology (Wittmer et al. 2008; Polansky et al. 2010); however, only the Wigner-Ville function (Ville 1948; Hillery et al. 1984) is fully equivalent to the nonstationary autocorrelation function, which allows for more statistical flexibility such as population averaging. Finally, after the abovementioned nonparametric methods have been used to test and identify suitable movement models, maximum likelihood is by far the superior parameter estimation method (Fleming and Calabrese 2013). Its disadvantage is that it offers no way to visualize the autocorrelation structure of the data, which can be crucial for determining what class of models the data suggest (Auger-Méthé et al. 2011). Given maximum likelihood’s significant performance advantages, one might be inclined to directly use it to fit a set of candidate models to the data and then let Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) select the best model. However, this paper serves as a strong warning that for nonstationary processes this quantity represents a time-averaged summary of the full nonstationary semivariance (app. B). This reassures us that even if the data are significantly nonstationary, the standard method-of-moments estimator is still a meaningful quantity.

For data with many large, irregular gaps, such as the Mongolian gazelle data we analyze below or many marine mammal data sets in the literature (e.g., Jonsen et al. 2005; McClintock et al. 2012), we derive a new weighted variogram estimator that is also unbiased (app. B),

$$\hat{\gamma}(\tau) = \frac{1}{2n(\tau)} \sum_{i=1}^{n(\tau)} \left[ s\left(\frac{i + \tau}{2}\right) - s\left(\frac{i - \tau}{2}\right) \right]^2,$$

where $n(\tau)$ is the number of data pairs separated by lag $\tau$, which are summed over in the time average. In brief, $\gamma(\tau)$ is the average squared distance between locations observed at two different times, where $\tau$ is the time lag separating the observations. This method of averaging over $i$ is equivalent to the conventional method of averaging over all pairs of data with lag $\tau$ between them, but it reveals that for nonstationary processes this quantity represents a time-averaged summary of the full nonstationary semivariance (app. B). This reassures us that even if the data are significantly nonstationary, the standard method-of-moments estimator is still a meaningful quantity.

For evenly sampled data, the method-of-moments estimator of the SVF is

$$\hat{\gamma}(\tau) = \sum_{i=1}^{n(\tau)} w_i j |x(t_i) - x(t_j)|^2,$$

where the weights, $w_i \propto g$, depend on the gap structure of the data and are given in appendix B. Plotting this statistic versus time lag gives the time- and individual-averaged (i.e., population) variogram, which serves as the basis for the rest of our analyses. To be meaningful, the population variogram requires a degree of similarity in movement behaviors among individuals, which, if the environment individuals experience is relatively similar, is reasonable to assume. For brevity, we will hereafter refer to this quantity simply as the variogram.

Though the variogram is much less sensitive to the details of data collection than conventional RW-based methods, both the sampling rate and the length of relocation time-series impose constraints on the underlying processes that can be detected. First, no method can detect a process occurring on a timescale shorter than the data sampling interval $dt$. Second, the upper limit on the process timescales that can be reliably identified is determined by the length of the time series $T$. Specifically, if the underlying process has a timescale $\tau_o$, then the time series must span many times $\tau_o$ to obtain a precise estimate of the semivariance for lags $\tau \geq \tau_o$. Within these constraints, however, no a priori assumptions need to be made about the important timescale(s) of a relocation data set, which is an important advantage over RW-based analyses. Finally, for (relatively) evenly sampled time-series data, the most re-
liable estimates of a variogram tend to be those at the shortest lags, because the number of observations used to estimate the semivariance tend to decrease with increasing lag. This means that the fine-scale features of the variogram occurring at small lags must be considered on equal or better footing to the more visually obvious large-scale features present for large lags. In fact, without the luxury of a population average, it is common to discard the latter half an individual variogram, as it can be so poorly behaved. As previously mentioned, the variogram contains information on the mix of movement processes in relocation data, and the SVF of a good movement model should therefore closely match the variogram across all lags (i.e., timescales) in the data.

**SVFs of Alternative Movement Models**

The next step in our analysis is to express movement models covering a wide range of movement behaviors in terms of their SVFs. In appendix C, we derive the SVFs (and hence ACFs) of a family of increasingly complex models, starting with simple Brownian motion. Here we present the ecological interpretation, SVF, and the parameters of each model.

**BM: Regular Diffusion**

BM describes a random search in a homogeneous area of infinite extent. Its SVF is given by

$$
\gamma(\tau) = D|\tau|^p
$$

(Gardiner and Gardiner 2009), where $D$ is the diffusion rate. In this model, the SVF (and, equivalently, the MSD) increases without bound.

**AD: Sub- and Superdiffusion**

AD generalizes Brownian motion to power-law diffusion (Codling et al. 2008)

$$
\gamma(\tau) = D_{\alpha}|\tau|^\alpha,
$$

where $\alpha < 1$ corresponds to subdiffusion, $\alpha = 1$ corresponds to regular diffusion, and $\alpha > 1$ corresponds to superdiffusion. Unlike the other models considered here, there is no single derivation of AD that is generally applicable. Superdiffusion can arise when individuals move via a Levy-walk process, whereas subdiffusion can result from a combination of BM with barriers that impede movement (Codling et al. 2008). In particular, ballistic motion corresponds to $\alpha = 2$; as for any straight-line trajectory $x(t) = x_0 + v(t - t_0)$, we have the variance

$$
|x(t + \tau) - x(t)|^2 = v^2|\tau|^2.
$$

**OU: BM within Home Ranges**

The OU process generalizes Brownian motion by specifying a home range, $\sigma_{ij}$ centered around a location, $\mu$ (Gardiner and Gardiner 2009). Within this area, the walker performs a random search for resources but with a central tendency to stay in the vicinity of $\mu$. The SVF of OU motion is

$$
\gamma(\tau) = \sigma_{ij}(1 - e^{-|\tau|/\tau_i}),
$$

where $\tau_i$ is the timescale associated with the animal covering its home range $\sigma_{ij}$. The OU process is equivalent to the BM process in the limit of no central tendency, $\tau_i \rightarrow \infty$, and infinite range, $\sigma_{ij} \rightarrow \infty$, with fixed diffusion rate $D = \sigma_{ij}/\tau_i$. Outside of this limit, $D = \sigma_{ij}/\tau_i$ is the diffusion rate for only small time differences relative to $\tau_i$. In other words, the OU process represents a mix of regular (classical) diffusion over short timescales, $\tau < \tau_i$, and, due to the central tendency, asymptotes to a constant variance for longer time lags, $\tau > \tau_i$.

**OUF: OU Motion with Foraging**

Derived in appendix C, the generalized model we introduce here goes one step further and adds random foraging periods to the OU process. The OUF model includes a foraging timescale parameter, $\tau_f$, which is the typical duration of a foraging bout. The OU model is recovered in the limit where there is no foraging, $\tau_f \rightarrow 0$. The three-parameter SVF under this model is given by

$$
\gamma(\tau) = \sigma_{ij}\left(1 - \frac{\tau_i e^{-|\tau_1|/\tau_i} - \tau_i e^{-|\tau_2|/\tau_i}}{\tau_i - \tau_i'}\right),
$$

where $\sigma_{ij}$ is the position variance, and $\tau_i$ and $\tau_i'$ denote the relevant timescales. The behavior described by the OUF process is superdiffusive ($\alpha = 2$) for small time lags, $\tau < \tau_i$, given the Taylor expansion

$$
\gamma(\tau) = \frac{\sigma_{ij}}{2\tau_i\tau_i'}|\tau|^2 + O(|\tau|^4).
$$

The behavior straightens to regular diffusion at intermediate timescales, $\tau_i < \tau < \tau_i'$, and finally yields asymptotic diffusion over longer time periods, $\tau > \tau_i'$.

In appendix C.4, we also considered modifying OU motion by including short timescale resting periods (OUR), which would look markedly different from OU motion in a fully nonstationary analysis. However, we prove in appendix C.4 that unlike OUF, an OUR process leaves no detectable signature in the short-lag part of the time-averaged variogram. In this short-lag regime, an OUR process will be indistinguishable from an OU process. Though there may be small differences between OUR and other
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The world, and the population consists mostly of traditional pastoral herders moving between seasonal pastures (Olson et al. 2011).

The BM and AD models assume the environment to be globally homogeneous and isotropic, while the OU and OUF models break this symmetry slightly by incorporating site fidelity. However, near the center of their home-range area, the OU and OUF models behave more like BM, and so they do assume a limited degree of spatial homogeneity and isotropy in their local environments.

SVF Parameter Estimation

To estimate the parameters of equations (3)–(7), we fit each to the population variogram via weighted least squares regression, which is similar to common practice in geostatistics (Cressie 1993). In our case, we used a number-weighted log least squares regression, adopted from periodogram analysis, which we found to be more reliable than the conventional variogram-weighted least squares regression (app. B.1). We then use AIC to select among these models and identify the mix of movement modes required to match the variogram. AIC is widely used in variogram regression (Cressie 1993); however, given the correlated nature of the variogram errors, AIC should not be used to select between qualitatively similar SVF models (Diggle and Ribeiro 2007). The variogram is not a complete summary of the data, so small AIC differences (or similarities) are not necessarily meaningful.

Mongolian Gazelle Case Study

We demonstrate the utility of these methods on GPS-collar data from 36 Mongolian gazelles tracked between 2007 and 2011. The data on which our analyses are based are deposited in the Dryad Digital Repository: http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.45157 (Fleming et al. 2014). Mongolian gazelles are found in the steppe and desert steppe habitats of eastern Mongolia and the border areas with China and Russia (Lhagvasuren and Milner-Gulland 1997; Wang et al. 1997). The study area is located on the Mongolian plateau, which consists of vast expanses of nearly flat grassland interspersed with low, rolling hills between 600 and 1,500 m in elevation. Outside of villages, humans are present at some of the lowest population densities in the world, and the population consists mostly of traditional pastoral herders moving between seasonal pastures (Olson et al. 2011).

We used gazelle relocation data collected in the eastern steppe of Mongolia using GPS-Argos collars (Telonis, Mesa, AZ). An example trajectory is given in figure 2. Sampling intervals varied among animals and ranged from 1 to 25 h. The GPS-Argos collars yielded relocations that were spatially very accurate but had gaps of various sizes because (a) the upload of GPS positions to Argos satellites occasionally failed, resulting in sporadic data loss, and (b) collars were programmed to have 10-day gaps after 5 days of data collection to extend the life of the battery. Overall, we used relocation data from 36 gazelles that were tracked from 50 to 917 days with a total of 8,111 relocations.

To demonstrate both the ability of our approach to recover the correct mix of processes and its overall robustness to sampling issues, we simulated movement paths (app. D) under the AIC-selected best model and performed the above-described analyses. We used a range of different sampling rates to check the robustness of our methods to the data sampling rate. We also simulated data sets that included the large, uneven gaps and mixed sampling rates typifying the gazelle data. Finally, we performed simulations with and without the observation error typical of the GPS collars used in the gazelle study. We quantified GPS location errors by using data from 15 gazelles that died during the study with their collars still on and functional. Most of these collars had a 1–3-m uncertainty, while two had a 20–30-m uncertainty. Relative to the scale of gazelle movement, these errors are negligible, but we included them in the simulations anyway to demonstrate that they do not meaningfully affect our results. However, when telemetry errors are substantial relative to the scale of movement, they can be incorporated into the SVF using the methods described in appendix C.5. All analyses were performed in Mathematica 8.0 (Wolfram Research, Champaign, IL).

Results

Our analysis identified three distinct movement behaviors in Mongolian gazelles that occurred across vastly different scales. Specifically, the OUF model, equation (7), was the only one that fit the entire variogram well, while the other models each missed at least one of the variogram’s key features (fig. 3). The superiority of the OUF model is confirmed by AIC in table 1, as all other models have \(\Delta\text{AIC} > 700\). The fact that the OUF model finds such overwhelming support in the data is strong evidence for the existence of three distinct movement modes for gazelles.

For intermediate lags, there is a roughly linear increase in semivariance with lag, consistent with classical BM. All four models are capable of describing this feature of the variogram, at least in isolation. Examining the ends of the variogram, however, reveals why the OUF model fits so much better than the others. For large lags, the semivariance reaches an asymptote, and only the OU and OUF models can accommodate the transition from BM at in-
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Figure 2: Spaghetti plot of the linearly interpolated raw locations (A) and relocations as a function of time (B) for the single best gazelle time series. Note that the sampling is highly uneven. It is difficult to distinguish movement scales and behaviors from either of these representations of an individual’s trajectory. The variogram is essentially a means of visualizing time-lag-dependent behaviors in the data and thus much more informative to look at.

Intermediate lags to asymptotic diffusion at large lags (fig. 3). Zooming in on the small-lag end of the variogram, there is an initial convex portion that describes the transition from a lack of diffusion at very short lags to the above-noted approximately linear increase in semivariance with lag for intermediate lags (fig. 4A). The OUF model captures this transition, whereas the OU model produces only BM at the shortest lags and thus cannot simultaneously describe both the small and intermediate lag portions of the variogram (fig. 4). It is important to remember here that the shortest lags represent the most reliable semivariance estimates, so this fine-scale feature of the variogram cannot simply be ignored.

The OUF model parameter estimates we obtained from weighted least squares regression are given in figure 5. Under this model, the average Mongolian gazelle has two well-defined timescales in its motion: a short timescale of $6.16 \pm 0.58$ h and a long timescale of $74.1 \pm 3.6$ days. These timescales correspond to different residence (or range) length scales of $\ell_{r} = 4.09 \pm 0.48$ km and $\ell_{H} = 69.4 \pm 8.2$ km. These characteristic time and length scales describe the transitions among the three different types of diffusive behavior noted above and are shown for reference in figure 4.

A detailed picture of gazelle movement emerges from this analysis. For short time lags $t < \tau_{s} \approx 6$ h, the gazelles
confine themselves to a small region of approximately $\ell_e \approx 4$ km in extent, exhibiting only small movements. This is a period of anomalous diffusion consistent with individuals tracing relatively straight (i.e., ballistic) paths, as would be the case when an ungulate grazes (Bailey et al. 1996). At intermediate time lags, $\tau_F < t < \tau_{h}$, the gazelle exhibits classical BM. This period should correspond to a random search throughout a fairly homogeneous distribution of good habitat areas (each roughly $\ell_e$ in extent). Finally, for longer time lags, $t > \tau_{h}$, the diffusion rate slows down exponentially. Extrapolating the best-fit model predicts that the area covered would eventually peak, corresponding to a well-defined asymptotic range and yielding a range estimate of $91,000 \pm 21,000$ km$^2$ (fig. 5). As gazelles transition from regular to asymptotic diffusion on a timescale of $\tau_{h} \approx 10$ weeks, which is a fraction of a year, the asymptotic range is comparable to the gazelles’ yearly range.

Our remaining results focus on confirming our key assumptions and demonstrating the robustness of our approach to sampling issues. When the velocity estimates from all individuals are overlaid, they conform well to the Gaussian assumption on which our approach is based (fig. 6A). Furthermore, the mean velocities in both the $x$ (fig. 6B) and $y$ (fig. 6C) directions exhibit no deterministic trends over time and are consistently within error of zero.

---

**Figure 3**: Comparison of the fitted movement models (red curves) to the variogram (blue): Brownian motion (A), anomalous diffusion (power law, B), Brownian motion with home range (Ornstein–Uhlenbeck motion, C), and Ornstein–Uhlenbeck with foraging (D). Semivariance estimates are accompanied by 95% confidence intervals estimated from the standard error of the mean semivariance, while the shaded regions around the best-fit models are 95% confidence intervals estimated from the standard error of the best fit.

---

### Table 1: Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) differences from weighted least square fits of the semivariance functions of our movement models to the variogram

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>$\Delta$AIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brownian motion (BM)</td>
<td>1,174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anomalous diffusion</td>
<td>1,098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM + home range (Ornstein–Uhlenbeck motion, OU)</td>
<td>705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OU + foraging (OUF)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: For reproduction purposes, the (minimum) AIC of the OUF model was found to be 2,216.
When 75% of the observations are randomly deleted (fig. 7), estimates and the corresponding SVF fits are possible, even demonstrating that dramatic improvements in semivariance are possible. However, simulations where the sampling was even in time artifactual artifacts of the highly gapped nature of the gazelle data. This analysis thus suggests that our major results were not uneven sampling of the real gazelle data was reproduced. This analysis, justifying both our assumption of a Gaussian stochastic process and our exclusive focus on the SVF. 

The variogram calculated from data simulated from the Ornstein–Uhlenbeck (green) and OUF (red) models. The short time and length scales ($\tau_F$ and $\ell_F$) are displayed for reference. A, The overall fit of the OUF model with the long time and length scales ($\tau_H$ and $\ell_H$) for reference. For both panels, the shaded regions around the best-fit models are 95% confidence intervals estimated from the standard error of the mean semivariance. 

These observations justify both our assumption of a Gaussian stochastic process and our exclusive focus on the SVF. The variogram calculated from data simulated from the OUF model with the parameter values in figure 5 looks qualitatively similar to the gazelle variogram, with the three different diffusive regimes clearly visible (fig. 7A, 7B). Notice that the data were simulated such that the extremely uneven sampling of the real gazelle data was reproduced. This analysis thus suggests that our major results were not artifacts of the highly gapped nature of the gazelle data. However, simulations where the sampling was even in time demonstrate that dramatic improvements in semivariance estimates and the corresponding SVF fits are possible, even when 75% of the observations are randomly deleted (fig. 7C, 7D). Fitting the OUF model to the simulated data produces parameter estimates similar to the parameter values that generated the data; however, the estimates were biased due the fact that the combination of inconsistent sampling schedules and individual movement variability forced us to standardize the individual time series before combining them in the population variogram (fig. 5; app. E.3).

Discussion

We have described a new and widely applicable framework for analyzing animal relocation data and robustly identifying multiple movement modes. Our approach employs a family of continuous-space, continuous-time movement models that cover a diverse range of behaviors. We write these models in terms of their SVFs and then couple them to relocation data via individual- and time-averaged variogram analysis. This novel approach allows us to seamlessly integrate fine- and broadscale movement behaviors in the same framework and to identify the mix of processes necessary to thoroughly describe a relocation data set. 

When applied to Mongolian gazelles, our analysis has provided strong evidence for three distinct movement modes ranging from fine-scale foraging behavior all the way up to annual range. Our results suggest that gazelle movement consists of ballistic movement at short timescales that, on zooming out in lag, appears diffusive at intermediate timescales and increasingly subdiffusive over longer timescales. We hypothesize that the short-timescale regime corresponds to grazing or foraging behavior, with $\ell_F$ delimiting the size of the typical foraging area and $\tau_F$ describing the typical time required to exploit that area. Given that $\tau_F < 1$ day, it was conceivable that this movement mode could have been an artifact of either diurnal (i.e., periodic) resting behavior, such as sleeping during parts of the night, or randomly interspersed resting periods, as might occur after gazelles have foraged and need to ruminate. However, we prove in appendix C.4 that neither periodic nor random resting behaviors can produce the small-lag anomalous diffusion present in the variogram, even though resting behaviors might occur on a similar subdaily timescale. These resting behaviors modify the diffusion rate but not the qualitative behavior of the time-averaged SVF, and so they will not leave a detectable signature in the variogram (app. C.4). Instead, this small-lag behavior is an important feature of gazelle movement that would have likely remained undetected in a conventional composite RW analysis due to the gaps in the gazelle data (10 days) being many times longer than the timescale ($\approx 6$ h) over which this behavior occurs (Breed et al. 2011).

Over intermediate timescales, gazelles perform relatively unoriented movements that are well approximated by classical BM. These movements slow down for longer lags...
Figure 5: Best-fit parameters for the gazelle data in red, along with results of a parametric bootstrap in blue, where 300 simulated data sets (app. D; apps. A–F available in the supplementary zip file, available online) generated from the best fit were fitted back to the model. The length scales are given by \( \ell_F = \frac{\tau_F}{\tau_{\text{day}}} \ell_p \) and \( \ell_H = \frac{\tau_H}{t} \ell_p \), while the ranging area is given by \( R = 2.45 \pi \ell_p^2 \), where the factor of 2.45 is the approximate ninety-fifth percentile point of the bivariate standard normal distribution in one direction. Significant bias in the larger parameter estimates is a result of being forced to standardize the data because of data quality issues (app. E.3).
such that individuals remain in large but well-defined areas. In terms of the foraging hypothesis outlined above, this movement behavior might be a random search for areas of good forage, with individuals remaining within one larger cluster of such areas. This interpretation suggests the testable hypothesis that the length scales characterizing foraging areas and clusters of foraging areas in the vegetation should correspond to the characteristic length scales of gazelle movement. The normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) has been shown to be a good predictor of gazelle presence and gazelle movement (Mueller et al. 2008, 2011); therefore, a future analysis of the autocorrelation structure of NDVI data should allow this hypothesis to be examined more thoroughly.

The asymptotic range estimate of 91,000 ± 21,000 km²—roughly the size of Portugal and more than three times the size of the Serengeti-Mara ecosystem—is substantially larger than previous estimates based on minimum convex polygons for single gazelles (14,700–32,300 km²; Olson et al. 2010) and highlights the extremely large area requirements of Mongolian gazelles. Our estimates are bigger than those in the literature for two reasons. First, home-range estimators that ignore autocorrelation in movement data, such as minimum convex polygons and kernel density estimators, can be expected to consistently produce underestimates of home-range size (see app. F). Second, some of this discrepancy with previous results is due to the much larger and longer-term data set on which the new estimates are based. It is important to note, however, that none of our gazelle relocation time series lasted more than 2 years. Given that median female gazelle age is 4 years (Olson et al. 2014), it is possible that range estimates would increase even further over longer time spans. If this were to happen, it would imply movement behavior different from that captured by the OUF model over timescales longer than 2 years. These enormous area requirements support conservation concerns over fenced borders and transportation infrastructure such as the Trans-Mongolian Railway that act as barriers to gazelle movement. The range estimate reported in this study is the best estimate of Mongolian gazelle area requirements in the Eastern Steppe to date, as past estimates employ ad hoc home-range estimation methods that ignore autocorrelation in the movement data (see below) and are based on much smaller data sets (Olson et al. 2010) or report only annual distance moved (Berger 2004; Ito et al. 2006; Mueller et al. 2011).

Compared to ad hoc home-range estimation methods such as minimum convex polygons and kernel density estimators, a key advantage of our asymptotic range estimate, which it shares with mechanistic home-range analysis (Moorcroft and Lewis 2006; Moorcroft et al. 2006; Börger et al. 2008), is that it is derived from a mechanistic movement model. However, our approach does not require as detailed an understanding of the behaviors defining home ranges as mechanistic home-range analysis but instead relies on identifying movement mechanisms that are consistent with the full autocorrelation structure of the data.

In comparison to existing techniques for identifying
movement modes such as composite RWs or BCPA, our approach has fewer parameters, uses more of the information in the data, is substantially less sensitive to the data sampling rate, and can deal with severely gapped, nonstationary data sets. The sampling rate problem inherent in all analyses based on location differences between observations (e.g., RW, composite RW, and BCPA) is intrinsically related to the scale dependence of animal movement. This long-standing issue can be resolved only by an approach that is equivalent to examining the autocorrelation at all possible timescales in the data. This feature of our SVF-based method, coupled with the parameter sparseness of our models, yields more reliable identification of multiple movement modes than existing techniques. Furthermore, the robustness of our method to gapped data is particularly attractive for movement analyses of hard-to-track species, such as marine mammals (e.g., Jonsen et al. 2005; McClintock et al. 2012). In contrast, composite RW methods are often unable to identify movement modes that occur over timescales shorter than the average length of data gaps (Breed et al. 2011).

A potential limitation of our framework for heavily gapped data combined with pronounced individual variability is that the individual time series may need to be standardized before pooling, which can result in a biased population variogram and biased SVF parameter estimates (fig. 5; app. E.3). For better data, where standardization and pooling are not required, the conventional and weighted variograms are unbiased, and there are several choices of unbiased regression methods (app. B.1). This
potential for bias is, however, a small price to pay given that our method still performs reasonably where current techniques break down (see app. A.5). Even sampling results in major improvements in semivariance estimates and SVF parameter estimates (cf. fig. 7A, 7B and fig. 7C, 7D) and is thus strongly recommended. An unavoidable limitation of our framework is that variogram regression techniques ignore the fact that the variogram itself has correlated errors, and so variogram regressions have a strong tendency to underestimate confidence intervals on SVF parameters in large data sets, even though the point estimates may be unbiased and relatively accurate (Fleming and Calabrese 2013). Going a step further, using maximum likelihood to fit an ACF directly to movement data would completely solve these estimation problems, but this approach brings with it additional computational challenges and also requires that one has already identified a good ACF/SVF model (Fleming and Calabrese 2013). To facilitate model identification, we strongly recommend that any lag-based movement analysis begin with a nonparametric estimator of the autocorrelation structure of the data that can be visualized, such as the variogram or the periodogram.

A potential advantage of composite RW and BCPA relative to our framework is that one can associate transitions between movement modes with environmental covariates. It is important to realize, however, that these methods associate segments of a movement path with a particular movement mode, and when the underlying process timescales are substantially different than the data sampling rate, this correspondence might break down. Inference about the relationships between environmental covariates and movement modes may thus be unreliable. Relating transitions among movement modes to covariates would be difficult to accomplish via variogram regression because individual time series would need to be broken into pieces and the pieces would likely be too small to produce reliable variograms. However, a full maximum likelihood ACF analysis could, in principle, accommodate environmental covariates.

Finally, Gurarie and Ovaskainen (2011) have recently shown that a broad range of stochastic movement models produced very similar emergent behavior once their characteristic timescales and length scales were aligned. They suggested that characteristic scales could serve as a model-independent common currency for describing and understanding movement. While their analysis focused on models with a single timescale and a single length scale (like the OU model), they proposed exploring how well their ideas generalize to models with multiple characteristic scales (like our OUF model). However, methods to estimate multiple characteristic scales have been lacking. Our approach, particularly when focusing on the OUF model introduced here or extensions of it, could serve to fill this gap.
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